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INITIAL DECISION
Pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

Michel A.

§ 2.103(b) (2),

timely requested a hearing on the NRC Staff's

Philippon

denial of his

application for a senior reactor operator license (SRO)

based on

his failure to achieve a passing grade on the SRO license
examination.

In

adjudication,

Mr.

this 10 C.F.R.

Part 2,

Philippon levels

Subpart L informal

four challenges to the Staff's

grading of his performance on the simulator portion of the
that resulted in

operating test

reasons detailed below,

his failing grade.

the Presiding Officer concludes

Philippon has met his burden under 10 C.F.R.
Staff erred in

cC/

§ 2.1237(b)

that Mr.
that the

scoring two subgrades of the operating portion of

his SRO examination.

1Ocu

For the

Accordingly,

(§t5ccm4 I

under the Staff's

scoring

-.ý ý 0 .9-

-2
guidelines,

its

determination that Mr.

Philippon failed the

operating portion of the examination cannot be sustained.
the Staff is

Therefore,

authorized to grant Mr.

Philippon's

application for an SRO license.
BACKGROUND

I.
A.

The Operator Licensing Examination
At the time of his SRO license application, Mr.

Philippon

held a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering and was
employed by the Detroit Edison Company as a staff engineer at the
Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2,
II

Boiling Water Reactor.

[hereinafter HFC #

].

SRO license without first

a General Electric Mark

Hearing File Correspondence Item 12
Mr.

Philippon applied directly for an

having held a reactor operator license.

NRC Staff's Response to Written Presentation by Michel A.
affidavit of Hironori Peterson (Feb.

Philippon,

[hereinafter First Peterson Affidavit].
Peterson,

11, 1999)

at 2

According to Hironori

the Region III reactor engineer who was the chief

examiner in

charge of the licensing examinations at Fermi and who

administered the operating test to Mr.
licensing examination given to Mr.

Philippon,

the SRO

Philippon was prepared in

accordance with the NRC's operator licensing examiner standards
manual,

NUREG-1021,

Power Reactors"

"Operator. Licensing Examination Standards for

(Interim Rev.

8,

Jan.

1997)

[hereinafter NUREG-

- 3
The examination included a 100-question written

1021].

examination and an operating test consisting of three
categories A,

parts --

B,

and C.

Category A of the operating

test evaluates the applicant's proficiency in administrative
topics while category B evaluates proficiency in control room
systems and includes a facility walk through.

Finally, category

C evaluates the applicant's proficiency in integrated plant
In order to receive an SRO

operations using a dynamic simulator.
an applicant is

license,

required to pass the written examination

and all three parts of the operating test.

First Peterson

Affidavit at 2-3.
The written and operating portions of the licensing
examination given to Mr.

Philippon and the other license

applicants was prepared by Detroit Edison and reviewed by the NRC
Staff.

(RO)

All of the reactor operator

and SRO license

applicants sat for the written portion of the examination on
1998.

April 6,
the utility.

The examination was administered and proctored by
The category A and B portions of the operating test

were given to the license applicants over the course of six days
during April 7-10 and 13-14,

1998,

and the simulator portion of

the operating test was administered to Mr.
and 16,

1998.

Id.

at 3 note n.l,

4,

Philippon on April 15

and 5.

The simulator part of the operating test given to Mr.
Philippon consisted of three scenarios,

each including between

-4
five and nine events to which the operating shift crew,
of one SRO and two RO applicants,
Fermi,

comprised
At

were required to respond.

the position description for the SRO is referred to as the

Nuclear Assistant Shift Supervisor (NASS).

The two RO positions

are called the P603 operator and the Control Room Nuclear
Supervising Operator
examination is

(CRNSO),

which for purposes of the operating

called the balance of plant (BOP)

operator license applicant on the shift crew is

operator.

Each

individually

graded by a separate NRC license examiner as the crew contends
with the various test scenarios.
As an SRO applicant, Mr.

Id.

at 5-6,

28.

Philippon was evaluated on eight

competency areas during the three scenarios with their
corresponding events for the simulator portion of the operating
examination.

In

turn, each of the eight competency areas for the

category C portion of the test are further divided into three or
four additional individual competency rating factors that define
the acceptable performance for that competency.

Each individual

competency rating factor has an associated weighting factor that
is

used by the examiner to obtain a numerical measure of the SRO

applicant's performance.
factors result in
Id.

at 6-7.

The sum of the individual rating

the overall grade for that competency area.

Specifically,

NUREG-1021,

ES-303,

section D.2.c.,

directs the NRC license examiners to use Form ES-303-4,

"SRO

Competency Grading Worksheets for Integrated Plant Operations,"

- 5
the applicant's performance

to evaluate any deficiencies noted in

for the category C portion of the operating test.
at 6,

Reference Item 59,

competency worksheet,

21-28

Hearing File

[hereinafter HFR #

On the

].

the examiner assigns a rating value from 1

through 3 (with 1 describing poor performance and 3 the best
performance) corresponding to the behavioral anchor set out in
the worksheet for that individual competency rating factor that
most accurately reflects the SRO applicant's performance.
6,

13.

states that "[i]f the 'total'

competencies is

greater than 1.8,

generally satisfactory....

If

grade for Competency 6

the 'total'

grade for any other competency is
performance is unsatisfactory."

grade for all

the applicant's performance is

[Communications and Crew Interactions]

Mr.

is

1.0, or the 'total'

1.8 or less,
Id.

the applicant's

at 6-7.

Philippon's Grade

Upon the initial

Philippon

grading of his examination, Mr.

passed the written portion of the SRO licensing test.
at 1.

at

Finally, to arrive at the SRO applicant's total grade,

NUREG-1021

B.

Id.

HFR #10,

He also received a satisfactory grade on category A of the

operating test even though his performance on one administrative
topic was found to be unsatisfactory.
at 7-8.
D.2.a.,

In

such circumstances,

permits,

First Peterson Affidavit

NUREG-1021,

but does not mandate,

ES-303,

section

the examiner to fail the

applicant depending upon the importance of the identified

-6
Id.; see HFR #59,

deficiency.

at 4.

Mr.

Philippon, however,

failed to achieve a satisfactory grade on both category B and C
of the operating test, resulting in an overall unsatisfactory
grade on his operating examination.
7.

First Peterson Affidavit at

With respect to category B dealing with control room systems

and the facility walk-through,

Mr.

Philippon received an

unsatisfactory grade on three out of ten system job performance
measures.

First Peterson Affidavit at 7; HFC #10,

respect to category C, Mr.

at 2.

With

Philippon received an unsatisfactory

grade in

three competency areas.

.HFC #10,

at 1, 3.

First Peterson Affidavit at 7;

After receiving the agency's notification that the Staff
Philippon

proposed to deny his SRO license application, Mr.

arguing that a

exercised his right to an informal staff review,

number of items on the examination were graded incorrectly or too
severely.
by Mr.

HFC ##9,

Philippon,

7.

Upon considering the information supplied

the Staff of Region III that conducted the

informal review pursuant to NUREG-1021,
2,

ES-502,

section D.1 and

determined that his grade for competency area C.8 should be

raised from 1.4 to 1.8.

This regrading still

left

Mr.

Philippon's overall unsatisfactory grade unchanged for categories
B and C of the operating test.
See HFR #60,

at 3.

section D.2.d.,

Thereafter,

First Peterson Affidavit at 9.
pursuant to NUREG-1021,

ES-502,

a three-person appeal board drawn from qualified

- 7
agency personnel outside Region III was selected to consider Mr.
Philippon's challenge to the grading of his SRO examination.
Id.

at 4.
With respect to category A of the operating test, the appeal
Peterson's grading determination

board recommended sustaining Mr.
that Mr.

Philippon's performance on one administrative topic was

unsatisfactory,

even though he received a satisfactory grade

overall for this category.
#5,

at 1.

First Peterson Affidavit at 10; HFC

Of the two category B systems job performance measures
grading)

(out of the three found unsatisfactory on the initial
that Mr.

Philippon challenged on the informal Staff review,

appeal board agreed with Mr.
disagreed with Mr.

the

Peterson's grading on one and

Peterson's grading on a second.

Thus,

the

Philippon's overall

appeal board recommended that Mr.

unsatisfactory grade for category B be revised to an overall
grade of satisfactory.
#5,

at 2-5.

First Peterson Affidavit at 10-11; HFR

With respect to category C of the operating test,

the appeal board disagreed with Mr.

Peterson's grading for five

competency areas and recommended five increases in Mr.
Philippon's score.

Specifically,

it

recommended that his

competency area scores be increased for C.2 from 2.75 to 3.00;
for C.3 from 2.55 to 3.00; for C.4 from 1.50 to 1.75; for C.7
from 1.80 to 3.00; and for C.8 from 1.40 to 1.80.
these score increases, however,

Mr.

Philippon still

Even with
failed to

- 8
achieve a score above 1.80 in

competency areas C.4 and C.8 so his

overall grade for category C of the operating test remained
unsatisfactory.
Therefore,

18.

First Peterson Affidavit at 10-11; HFC #5,

the appeal board recommended to the Chief of the
Division of Reactor Controls and Human

Operator Licensing Branch,
Factors,

at 5

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

Philippon's SRO license application be denied.
(cover letter),

Affidavit at 11; HFC #5

18-19,

that Mr.
First Peterson
21-22.

The appeal

board's grading recommendations were accepted' and, on October 4,
1998,

the Staff informed Mr.

Philippon of the denial of his SRO

license application and advised him of his right to request a
hearing pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

First Peterson

§ 2.103(b) (2).

Affidavit at 11-12; HFC #4.
C.

Mr.

Philippon's Hearing Request

On October 16,

1998,

Mr.

Philippon filed a timely request

for a hearing on the Staff's denial of his SRO license
application.

HFC #2.

The hearing request was assigned to the

Presiding Officer on October 28,
hearing request,

1998.

In its

answer to the

the NRC Staff did not oppose Mr.

hearing petition and,

on November 13,

1998,

Philippon's

the Presiding Officer

iWith one minor exception noted subsequently (see infra
pp.32-33), the appeal board's pertinent recommendations were
accepted without substantive change by the Chief of the Operator
For ease of reference, therefore, the Staff's
Licensing Branch.
final determination of Mr. Philippon's informal appeal will
hereinafter be referred to as the appeal board's findings,
conclusions, or determinations.

- 9
granted the hearing request.

See 63 Fed. Rea.

(1998).

64,531

the Staff filed the

Pursuant to the Presiding officer's order,

hearing file consisting of approximately 900 pages relating to
its

actions on Mr.

Philippon's application.

Philippon and the Staff filed written presentations,
additional exhibits,
Mr.

both Mr.

Thereafter,
with

setting forth their respective positions on

Philippon's challenges to the Staff's grading of the SRO

1998)

[hereinafter First Philippon Affidavit];

Affidavit.

30,

Philippon (Dec.

See Affidavit of Michel A.

examination.

First Peterson

In accordance with the Presiding Officer's order,

Mr.

Philippon also filed a response to the Staff's written
presentation.
1999)

See Affidavit of Michel A.

Philippon (Mar.

4,

[hereinafter Second Philippon Affidavit].
Finally, pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

the Presiding

§ 2.1233(a)

series of

Officer directed the parties to answer an initial

questions and, depending on the party, one or two additional
rounds of follow-up questions.
Order of June 16,

See Order of March 19,

1999; and, Order of July 30,

1999.

1999;
The parties

filed answers to the Presiding Officer's questions along with
substantial additional exhibits and,

for each round of questions,

each party was given the opportunity to respond to the other
party's answers,

although the Staff declined to respond to Mr.

Philippon's answers to the Presiding Officer's questions.
Affidavit of Michel A.

Philippon (Mar.

29,

1999)

See

[hereinafter

-
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Third Philippon Affidavit]; NRC Staff Response to Questions by
the Presiding Officer in the Form of an Affidavit by Hironori
Peterson (Apr.

16,

1999)

[hereinafter Second Peterson Affidavit];

Response Affidavit of Michel A.

1999)

Philippon (Apr. 20,

[hereinafter Fourth Philippon Affidavit]; NRC Staff Response to
Additional Questions by the Presiding Officer in
1999)

Affidavit by Hironori Peterson (July 6,

the Form of an

[hereinafter Third

Peterson Affidavit]; Response Affidavit of Michel A.
(July 19,

1999)

Philippon

[hereinafter Fifth Philippon Affidavit];

Affidavit of Michel A.

5,

Philippon (Aug.

1999)

[hereinafter

Sixth Philippon Affidavit]; NRC Staff Response to July 30,
Questions by the Presiding Officer in
Hironori Peterson

(Aug.

11, 1999)

the Form of an Affidavit by

[hereinafter Fourth Peterson

Affidavit]; Response Affidavit of Michel A.
1999)

1999,

Philippon (Aug.

[hereinafter Seventh Philippon Affidavit].

16,

The hearing

file submitted by the NRC Staff pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1231(a)
and the various filings described above constitute the record in
this informal adjudication upon which the Presiding Officer's
decision is based.
II.
Mr.

ANALYSIS

Philippon challenges four of the scores the NRC Staff

accorded him on his performance involving competencies C.4 and
C.8 out of the ten competencies tested on the category C portion
of the operating examination.

Specifically, Mr.

Philippon

11

-

grading of his performance on rating

challenges the Staff's
factors C.4.b,

C.4.c,

C.8.a,

and C.8.c involving two simulator

1021,

Appendix D,

section E.2.d,

competency C.4 is

entitled

"Comply With and Use Procedures"

and "involves the ability

refer to and comply with normal,

abnormal,

administrative procedures

in

a timely manner

to use procedures

It

Specifications"

at 20.

HFR #61,

includes the

Similarly,

entitled "Comply With and Use Technical
to recognize when

and "involves the ability

conditions are covered by technical specifications.
to locate the appropriate

the ability

sufficient

correctly and ensure correct

implementation by the crew."
competency C.8 is

in

(i.e.,

to

and

emergency,

time to avoid adverse impacts on plant status).
ability

NUREG

As set forth in

scenarios and their corresponding events.

It

includes

technical specification and

ensure correct compliance with any limiting conditions for
Id.

operation and action statements."
Philippon's

four challenges to the Staff's

at 21.

Each of Mr.

grading of his

performance will be addressed.
A.

Competency C.4.b
Mr.

Philippon first

challenges

performance on competency C.4,
simulator scenario 2-3,
fails

open 100%)

scenario,

rating factor b,

event 5 (one safety relief

and event 6

safety relief

the Staff's

(all

valve "B"

scoring of his
involving
valve

control rods stuck).
fails

completely open,

(SRV)
In

this

allowing

-

12

steam to escape from the primary system.

Plant procedures

require the manual initiation of a reactor scram if
cannot be closed in

two minutes.

the SRV

A further condition of the

scenario calls for the control rods to fail to insert.
condition is
(ATWS)

This

known as an anticipated transient without scram

and requires driving the control rods in using an

emergency procedure while maintaining reactor parameters within
safe bounds with respect to power,
water level.

pressure,

temperature,

and

The objective in responding to this scenario is

to

bring the reactor to a safe condition without uncovering the top
of the active fuel.

See HFC #10,

As set out in NUREG-1021,

at 19-20.

Form ES-303-4,

"SRO Competency

Grading Worksheets for Integrated Plant Operations,"

the rating

factors and the corresponding behavioral anchors for competency
C.4,

"COMPLIANCE WITH AND USE OF PROCEDURES,"

factor b,

and rating

state:

DID THE APPLICANT:

(b) USE PROCEDURES CORRECTLY, including following
procedural steps in correct sequence, abiding by
procedural cautions and limitations, selecting correct
paths on decision blocks, and correctly transitioning
between procedures?

- 13 -

2
Minor errors, but
made necessary
corrections in a
timely fashion

3
Accurately
and
promptly
executed
procedural
steps

1
Significant
errors impeded
or slowed
recovery or
degraded plant
unnecessarily

at 24.

HFR #59,

Expected response to scenario 2-3,

1.

events 5 and 6

The stuck open safety relief valve in event 5 requires the
SRO to use a Fermi abnormal operating procedure

(AOP)

to attempt

to close the valve while continuing to operate the reactor.
Therefore,

the SRO first

Safety Relief Valve"

should enter AOP 20.000.25,

(HFR #18),

"Failed

and direct the BOP operator to

attempt to close the failed valve.

Before reaching the two

minute time limit imposed by the AOP 20.000.25 for this action,
the SRO should direct the RO to place the mode switch in
thereby causing a reactor scram.
of the scenario,

however,

shutdown

Pursuant to the set conditions

the scram does not occur.

Thus,

this

occurrence requires the SRO to use a Fermi emergency operating
procedure

(EOP)

See HFC #10,

to bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition.

at 19.

To do this the SRO enters EOP 29.100.01 Sheet 1, "RPV
[Reactor Pressure Vessel] Control"

(HFR #24),

and, because there

has been no control rod insertion despite the requirement to
scram,

the SRO should recognize the ATWS condition.

should then change to EOP 29.100.01 Sheet IA,

The SRO

"RPV Control-ATWS"

- 14
(HFR #25),

and direct the RO to perform 29.ESP.03(emergency
rod procedure.

support procedure),

the alternate

29.100.01 Sheet IA,

the SRO should then start

FSL-OR2,
all

at step W,

and direct RO actions in

"Terminate and Prevent,"

Within EOP

accordance with

"ATWS Power Level Control," which requires

terminating

injection of water into the reactor pressure vessel except

for the boron system and the control rod drive cooling water
Under the conditions of the scenario,

(CRD).

When reactor power is

leaving only the CRD.

fails,

or RPV level reaches 0 inches;

or drywell pressure is

FSL-24 requires recording the RPV level.

EOP step

Pursuant to EOP step

the range between the level recorded and -24

using the available systems listed

in

standby feedwater system,
cooling system (RCIC),

the CRD,

inches

Table 9 of the EOP Sheet

These sources include the condensate/feedwater

(HPCI),

less than

the SRO should then direct the BOP operator to maintain

RPV level in

IA.

less than 3%;

SRVs are closed under step FSL-23,

1.68 psig; and all

FSL-25,

the boron system

system,

the

the reactor core isolation

the high pressure coolant injection system

and the low pressure coolant injection system (LPCI).

The characteristic
that the water is

of all

of the sources included in

Table 9 is

injected outside the core shroud so that water

entering the core region is

well mixed and the danger of a

reactivity excursion caused by injecting cold, unborated water
into the core is

minimized.

See id.

at 19-20.

15
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Stated otherwise and reducing the expected response to
scenario 2-3,

to its

events 5 and 6,

simplest form,

open SRV caused a continuing loss of mass in
out of the open SRV that,

the failed

the form of steam

as a practical matter,

required a

greater supply of makeup water than could be furnished by most of
the sources listed

in

these circumstances,

the emergency operating procedure.

In

the most suitable water sources are the HPCI

system and the RCIC system.

And,

very shortly after tripping the

RCIC system as required by the emergency operating procedure,
need would arise to restart
water level in

it

the

and/or the HPCI system or else the

the reactor pressure vessel would continue to drop

and uncover the top of the active fuel.
Conclusions of Mr.
Competency C.4.b

2.

In

Peterson and the Appeal Board on

his Operator License Examination Report,

found that Mr.

Mr.

Peterson

Philippon failed to correctly follow emergency

operating procedure steps for using outside shroud injection
sources to maintain reactor water level following the terminate
and prevent stage of the ATWS procedure,
level in
-24

which caused the water

the reactor pressure vessel to drop below the prescribed

inches and required an emergency depressurization

Peterson found this error resulted in

(ED).

Mr.

a degraded condition of the

reactor and impeded a modulated water level control during and
after

the ATWS condition.

actions,

Mr.

HFC #10 at 20.

Peterson found Mr.

Because of these

Philippon's performance

on

-

16 -

competency C.4.b met the anchor description for a rating of 1.
Id.

Peterson Affidavit at 26.

at 3; First

Philippon's

Upon Mr.
concurred in

C.4.b.

It

Mr.

informal appeal,

the appeal board

Peterson's award of a grade of 1 for competency

found in

pertinent part that:

Although the candidate directed the operators
to maintain the reactor water level within
the band required in Step FSL-3, he failed to
abide by the continuous use procedure policy
by not reading the Table 9, "Outside Shroud
Injection Systems" so that the operators
the systems to control
could have utilized
This fundamental
the reactor water level.
to maintain
flaw contributed to the inability
band
level
reactor
the
control
and
The candidate as SRO
established by the EOP.
relied upon the RO [P603] and the BOP to know
Furthermore,
what the Table 9 sources were.
the candidate failed to ensure that Step FLS
10 or FSL-I1 of the EOP was performed as
that the operator slowly raise
written (i.e.,
injection to restore RPV level using Table 9
EOP Precaution No. 5
As a result,
sources).
was not adhered to as evidenced by a rapid
in reactor water level from the
rise
injection flow and the large power spike
indicated on the Average Power Range Monitors
The candidate's error was very
(APRMs).
significant and unnecessarily challenged the
integrity of the reactor core because of
[sic] the induced large power excursion could
have resulted in substantial core damage.
HFC #5,
3.
In

at 10.
The Party's Positions
challenging the score of 1 he received on competency

C.4.b and arguing that it

should be raised to 3,

Mr.

Philippon

essentially claims that the NRC Staff examiners and reviewers do

- 17 -

not understand the sequence of the scenario events or the proper
use of override branching statements in
Philippon Affidavit at 4.
however,

the Fermi EOPs.

Stripped of all peripheral matters,

the crux of the dispute between Mr.

Philippon and the

Staff appears to be EOP 29.100.01 Sheet 1A, steps FSL-23,
and -25.

First

Starting with the previous step, Mr.

-24,

Philippon asserts

that step FSL-22 required terminating and preventing all
injection into the RPV, with the exception of the boron and CRD
systems,

and this action,

the RCIC turbine.

Next,

step FSL-23 were met,

in turn,

required, inter alia, tripping

he states that, when the conditions of

the RPV level was recorded at +5 inches in

accordance with step FSL-24.

Mr.

Philippon then asserts that:

Step FSL-25 required maintaining water level
within the band of -24" to the level recorded
The control room
in the FSL-24 (+5").
operator was attempting to maintain this
narrow level band and had not yet recovered
the tripped RCIC turbine since reactor water
It would have
level was high in the band.
injection
direct
to
been inappropriate for me
with additional Table 9 sources (as suggested
by the reviewer) as reactor water level was
When RPV level turned
high in the band....
and started dropping rapidly, the control
room operator informed me and began to
restart the tripped RCIC turbine (again
conflicting with the staff reviewers
conclusion that the operator was unaware of
what Table 9 systems were available for
He quickly realized that he
injection).
would be unable to stop RPV level from going
I agreed
below -24", and he informed me.
Emergency
an
with his analysis and directed
Depressurization.
Id.

at 5.

- 18

in

Further,

responding to the Staff's assessment that he
to drop

lost control of the reactor water level, permitted it
below -24

and allowed the top of the core to become

inches,

uncovered, Mr.

Philippon argues that:

The fact that water level dropped below -24"
is not disputed. The important point was not
that the RO lacked proficiency in water level
control, but rather that the appropriate
actions were taken when this situation
I, as SRO, am required to
occurred.
recognize and respond to the critical
I correctly
decision steps of the EOPs.
actions
compensatory
required
directed the
(i.e., emergency depressurization).
Second Philippon Affidavit at 1-2.

Finally,

following

depressurization, with all control rods inserted and RPV water
Philippon claims he

level below the top of the active fuel, Mr.

acted in accord with the emergency operating procedure to recover
water aggressively to a level above the top of the active fuel.
Id.

at 3.
For its

part,

the Staff agrees with Mr.

Philippon's

description of the sequence of events up to EOP step FSL-23.
Peterson Affidavit at 17-18.
disagrees with Mr.
explanations.
computer graphs

From that point on,

Philippon's assessment,

the Staff

actions,

and

Relying on the reactor wide range and core level
(First Peterson Affidavit Exh. 4,

at 3,

4),

the

Staff states that "[a]lthough some level oscillation did occur,
the RPV level steadily decreased following termination of
injection of Step FSL-22."

First Peterson Affidavit at 19.

The

19
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Staff explains that at the time of termination of injection the
on and one SRV was open so RPV inventory

main turbine was still
was dropping.

injection with the CRD system alone

At that point,

According to the

was insufficient to maintain water level.
Staff,

a water level oscillation occurred when the main turbine

tripped, resulting in

termination of steam flow demand thereby

causing a slight fluxuation in
however,

open,

water level.

With the SRV still

the indicated level continued to decrease.

Even

with water level correction based on lower reactor pressure,
RPV level was not high enough in

the

the band to warrant not using

other Table 9 injection sources to maintain and control the water
level above -24

inches.

Use of other injection sources would

have provided extra time to restart

the RCIC,

even though some of

the Table 9 sources might not have been sufficient for the longer
Id.

term.

at 19-21.

The Staff argues that,

as SRO,

Mr.

Philippon failed to

direct the RO to use other injection sources and not just
concentrate on the RCIC.
to -24

The RPV level decrease from +5 inches

inches over a period of approximately 5 minutes provided

ample time to restore injection, which was the expected response
for this scenario.

Indeed,

the Staff points out that the

propriety of the expected response was validated and verified
during the examination validation and review process and further

- 20

verified when another applicant crew successfully maintained RPV
water level above -24 inches.
Further,

Id.

at 20-22.

the Staff notes that Student Text ST-OP-802-3003

001 states that "[t]he time during which RPV water level
decreases to the Minimum Steam Cooling RPV Water Level can best
be used to line up and start pumps in additional injection
listed at the beginning of these steps, which might not

systems,

yet have been placed in
5,

at 45.

And, had Mr.

service."

Exh.

First Peterson Affidavit,

Philippon directed injection with other

available Table 9 sources,

RPV emergency depressurization would
Finally,

have been avoided.

First Peterson Affidavit at 21.

with respect to Mr.

Philippon's responsibilities as an SRO,

the

Staff, relying on both the Fermi Operations Department
Instruction on command and control and the student text on shift
the responsibility

is

team responsibilities, points out that it

of the SRO to monitor and direct the shift crew's actions to
ensure that all plant procedures are followed and that
appropriate mitigating actions are performed to place the plant
in

a safe condition during abnormal or emergency conditions.
at 1; HFR #62,

First Peterson Affidavit at 22-23; HFR #41,
Finally,

the Staff disagrees with Mr.

once emergency depressurization occurred.
Staff,

after emergency depressurization,

the use of the HPCI,

RCIC,

at 10.

Philippon's actions
According to the

Mr.

Philippon directed

and LPCI systems to restore water

21
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The reactor was then overfed and the water level was

level.

pegged high on the wide range level recorder.
The Staff argues

HFC #10,

at 20.

that the appropriate emergency procedures

require that the water level should have been slowly raised in
order to reestablish water level control

contrast to Mr.

First

Philippon's overly aggressive actions.
at 23-24.

in

Philippon Affidavit

The Staff notes that the student text defines the

applicable override statement and states that:
The steps which follow specify the use of
various systems to control RPV water level.
If Emergency Depressurization of the RPV is
required, these systems must be operated so
as to minimize the potential for rapid
injection of large amounts of cold, unborated
water into the core region as RPV pressure
Step FSL
decreases below pump shutoff head.
7 provides appropriate instructions for
controlling injection systems consistent with
this objective.
Peterson Affidavit Exh.

First
Mr.

5,

at 42.

Philippon made significant errors in

The Staff argues

that

using plant procedures,

thus slowing plant recovery and unnecessarily degrading the
plant.

Therefore,

the Staff contends that Mr.

Philippon's grade

for competency C.4.b meets the rating description of 1 and that
his score should remain 1.
4.

First

Philippon Affidavit at 26.

Findings and Conclusions

As the above description of competency C.4.b,
events 5 and 6,

scenario 2-3,

the expected response to the scenario,

arguments of the parties make clear,

and the

the dispute between Mr.

- 22

Philippon and the Staff comes down to the question whether Mr.
Philippon has met his burden of establishing that the Staff's
scoring of his performance on competency C.4.b as set forth in
Form ES-303-4,

NUREG-1021,

was inappropriate or unjustified.

Competency rating factor b requires using procedures correctly
"including following procedural steps in correct sequence,
abiding by procedural cautions and limitations,

and correctly transitioning between

paths on decision blocks,
procedurest.]"

at 24.

HFR #59,

selecting correct

And,

the associated behavioral

anchor for the grade of 1 that the Staff found applicable
Philippon committed "[s]ignificant errors

indicates that Mr.
[that]

impeded or slowed recovery or degraded plant
Id.

unnecessarily."

Although NUREG-1021,

Examination Standards for Power Reactors,"
regulation,
practices

it

"Operator Licensing
is not an agency

"establishes the policies, procedures,

for examining

...

and

applicants for reactor operator and

senior reactor operator licenses."

HFR #53,

at iii.

turn,

In

"[t]he standards also ensure the equitable and consistent
administration of examinations for all applicants."

Thus,

Id.

although the standards and guidance in NUREG-1021 are not
substitutes for the regulatory requirements spelled out in
C.F.R.

§ 55.45(a)

that each applicant must meet,

grounded in the regulations.
Calabrese Jr.

Accordingly,

10

they are

as stated in

Frank J.

(Denial of Senior Reactor Operator License),

LBP-
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97-16,

46 NRC 66,

86

(1997),

"a presiding officer properly can

look to NUREG-1021 as an important source in

assessing whether

the Staff has strayed too far afield of the stated twin goals of
'equitable and consistent'

examination administration."

Here,

in

looking to the guidance in NUREG-1021 relating to competency
C.4.,

rating factor b,

Philippon's assertions,

the record establishes,

contrary to Mr.

that the Staff's grading of his

performance was fully justified and that Mr.

Philippon has failed

to meet his burden that the Staff was not justified in finding
his performance warranted only a score of 1.
Specifically,
found, Mr.

as both Mr.

Peterson and the appeal board

Philippon failed to ensure that EOP 29.100.01 Sheet IA

step FSL-25 was correctly executed by the RO by using Table 9
outside shroud injection sources to maintain reactor water level
between +5 inches and -24

inches following the terminate and

prevent stage of the ATWS procedure.
assertions that it

Contrary to Mr.

Philippon's

would have been inappropriate to direct

injection with additional Table 9 sources because the reactor
water level was high in the band, the reactor wide range and core
level computer graphs Show that, as the Staff maintains,
circumstances of a still-open SRV,
high enough in

in

the

the RPV level was at no point

the band to warrant not using any other Table 9

injection sources to maintain and control the water level

- 24

above -24
Thus,

inches.

as SRO,

First Peterson Affidavit Exh.

4,

at 3,

4.

Philippon to take in

the correct action for Mr.

directing the execution of step FSL-25 of the EOP was to instruct
the RO not to just concentrate on restarting the RCIC but to use
the HPCI system or other appropriate Table 9 injection sources to
maintain water level above -24
these directions.

inches.

Yet he failed to give

As both the Fermi Operations Department

Instruction on command and control (HFR #41 at 1) and the student
text on shift team responsibilities

(HFR #62 at 10) teach, it

is

the responsibility of the SRO to monitor and direct--not just
order and forget--the shift crew's actions to ensure that all
2
plant procedures are followed correctly.

Mr.

Philippon claims that the important point is

the water level dropped below -24

not that

inches or that the RO lacked

proficiency in water level control under step FSL-25 of the EOP,
but that, as SRO,

he directed the appropriate actions once the

water level could no longer be maintained within the band.
Second Philippon Affidavit at 1-2.
however,

the important point in

Contrary to his assertion,

these circumstances is

that had

Mr. Philippon notes (First Philippon Affidavit at 3;
Second Philippon Affidavit at 3) and as the Staff now concedes
(First Peterson Affidavit at 23), there is no specific
requirement that the SRO read aloud the Table 9 sources as part
of step FSL-25 as the appeal board indicated in its decision.
See HFC #5, at 10. This part of the appeal board's conclusion,
however, is essentially irrelevant to its overall determination
that Mr. Philippon failed to ensure that the RO correctly
executed the emergency procedure by using the Table 9 sources to
maintain RPV water level above -24 inches.
2As

- 25
he appropriately directed execution of step FSL-25 and ordered
injection with other Table 9 sources,

the emergency

depressurization that followed could have been avoided.
Staff points out,

As the

there was a period of approximately 5 minutes

when the RPV level decreased from +5 inches to -24

inches that

provided ample time to restore injection using Table 9 sources.
Indeed,

the student text indicates that the most efficacious use

of the reactor operator's time while water level decreases
this situation is

to line up and start

9 injection systems.

pumps in

additional Table

Peterson Affidavit Exh.

See First

in

5,

at 45.

After having failed to ensure the proper execution of step
FSL-25,

the continued loss of water from the RPV due to the open

SRV led to the water level falling below -24

inches and Mr.

Philippon directed an emergency depressurization in
with step FSL-26.

In

The emergency depressurization procedure is

accordance with EOP 29.100.01 Sheet 3A

conducted in

(HFR #28).

there are two ways to exit this procedure.

general,

when water level in

the RPV can not be determined,

reactor flooding procedure.
FSRF-ORI; HFR #25 at FSL-ORl.
can be determined,
Sheet 1A.

accordance

One,

leads to a

See HFR #28 at FSED-7 and E and
The second,

used when water level

leads back to step FSP-9 of EOP 29.100.01

See HFR #28 at FSED-8; HFR-25 at FSL-ORI and X.

Although neither the explanation of Mr.
Philippon is

easily followed,

used

it

Peterson nor of Mr.

suffices to note that Mr.

- 26 -

Philippon directed aggressive flooding resulting in the reactor
being overfed and the water level pegged high on the wide range
level recorder.

First Peterson Affidavit at 23-25; HFC #10 at

20; see First Philippon Affidavit at 6-7; Second Philippon
Affidavit at 3; Third Philippon Affidavit at 1-2.'
In contrast to Mr.

Philippon's aggressive flooding actions

in which he failed to control RPV water level,
procedure,
known,

in circumstances where,

as here,

the correct

the water level was

requires the water level to be slowly raised in order to

control the water level and thereby avoid overfeeding the
reactor, which poses potential physical problems to the reactor
vessel.

First Peterson Affidavit at 25.

As the student text

states:
Maintaining RPV water level below the high end of
the identified control band preserves the
availability of steam-driven equipment (HPCI,
RCIC, feedwater, etc.) for use in providing makeup
to the RPV and for pressure control/heat sink
The
considerations in degraded plant situations.
potential for further plant damage or degradation
during a transient/accident condition due to RPV
overfill is a significant concern in the following
areas:
3 The

appeal board found that Mr. Philippon's aggressive
HFC #5, at 10.
flooding actions resulted in a large power spike.
Mr. Philippon contends the appeal board is simply wrong in
finding that the recorded power spike occurred because of his
First Philippon Affidavit at 3-4, 7.
water injection actions.
the power spike was not caused by
that
concedes
now
Staff
The
First Peterson Affidavit at 17-18.
injection.
water
excessive
was not essential to its
however,
This appeal board finding,
failed to ensure, as
Philippon
Mr.
overall determination that
that the water
procedure,
required by the emergency operating
it.
control
to
order
in
level was slowly raised

-
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1) SRV damage due to the hydrodynamic effects
of water or two-phase flow being discharged
through the SRVs
2) stressing of the vessel, steam line
nozzles, steam line snubbers, pipe supports
etc., as a result of thermal transient loads
caused by water flow in the steam lines
3)

potential MSIV closure failure if

lines are filled

with water

Peterson Affidavit Exh.

First

steam

at 17.

5,

In

a real case,

Mr.

Philippon's actions would have needlessly endangered plant
integrity.

This situation would not have occurred had he

correctly followed the appropriate steps of the emergency
procedure.
These two significant errors by Mr.

for a rating of 1.

full

Accordingly,

as SRO,

scoring of his performance

clearly demonstrate that the Staff's
on competency C.4.b was in

Philippon,

accord with the behavior anchor
the Staff's

grade was fully

justified.
B.

Competency C.8.c
Mr.

Philippon also challenges

the Staff's

scoring of his
for

performance on the simulator portion of the operating test
competency C.8,

rating factor c,

(spurious initiation

of RCIC).

involving scenario 2-2,

event 3

This scenario simulates an

in-progress plant shutdown to enter a scheduled mid-cycle outage
with certain designated equipment out of service.
the equipment loss,

the facility

As a result

technical specifications,

of
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specifically TS 3.8.3.1, require the plant to be placed in a hot
shutdown condition within twelve hours.

Under the scenario

the shutdown had already been started at least four hours

script,

earlier, and perhaps as many as five or six hours earlier, by the
previous operating shift crew, which then turned the plant over
to Mr.

Philippon's incoming shift crew.

Appendix D at 1.

HFC #10,

at 11 and

During the course of the scenario,

mostly abnormal events occur.

Specifically,

of reactor power using control rods,

a number of

following a decrease

there is

a failure of the

control rod drive flow transmitter and a failure of the source
range monitor/intermediate range monitor detector drive motor,
Under the

followed by a spurious initiation of the RCIC.
conditions of the scenario,

With both the RCIC and HPCI inoperable,
responding to the events is

also inoperable.

the HPCI system is

the objective in

to determine what technical

specifications are applicable.
As set out in NUREG-1021,

Form ES-303-4,

the rating factor

and the corresponding behavioral anchor for competency C.8,
"COMPLY WITH AND USE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS,"
c,

and rating factor

state:
DID THE APPLICANT:

(c)

Ensure correct COMPLIANCE with TS and LCO
[Limiting Condition for Operation] action
statements?

- 29 -

HFR #59,
1.

1
Applied
correct TS
to
situation;
allowed
crew to
violate TS

2
Needed
some
assistance
from crew
to ensure
compliance

3
Directives
were based
on correct
understanding
of TS
action
statements
at 28.

Expected Response to Scenario 2-2,

For scenario 2-2,

event 3,

Event 3

the Staff expected the SRO to

recognize the spurious initiation of the RCIC and, after
determining that the RCIC is
the RCIC turbine.
event,

the SRO is

Next,

not needed,

under the Staff expectations for the

to declare the RCIC inoperable and examine

relevant specifications TS 3.3.5,
determine if

direct the BOP to trip

TS 3.0.3 is

TS 3.5.1,

relevant.

Technical Specification 3.0.3,

HFC #10,

and TS 3.7.4 and then
at 11.

"Applicability," is

an over

arching specification applicable when a limiting condition for
operation is not met and requires that action be initiated within
one hour to place the plant in a condition in which the relevant
specification does not apply.

In

full, TS 3.0.3 states:

When a Limiting Condition for Operation
is not met, except as provided in the
associated ACTION requirements, within one
hour action shall be initiated to place the
unit in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION in which the
Specification does not apply by placing it,
as applicable, in:
At least STARTUP within the next 6 hours,
1.

-
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At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6
hours, and
At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24
3.
hours.
Where corrective measures are completed that
permit operation under the ACTION
requirements, the ACTION may be taken in
accordance with the specified time limits as
measured from the time of failure to meet the
Exceptions
Limiting Condition for Operation.
to these requirements are stated in the
individual Specifications.
2.

HFR #47.
In brief, Technical Specification 3.3.5,

"Reactor Core

Isolation Cooling System Actuation Instrumentation,"

establishes

a LCO for the instrument channels used by the RCIC system.

The

action statements provide various requirements for restoring
channels to operability or else require declaring the RCIC
inoperable.

HFR #46.

Technical Specification 3.5.1,

Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)

12 hours unless certain

systems can be returned to operability.
that,

if

the ECCS is

establishes a LCO for

- Operating,"

the ECCS and requires hot shutdown in

Further,

actuated and water is

the TS requires

injected into the

reactor coolant system, a special report to the NRC is
HFR #49.

Technical Specification 3.7.4,

Core Isolation Cooling System,"
and requires hot shutdown in

"Emergency

required.

"Plant Systems - Reactor

establishes a LCO for the RCIC

12 hours when both the RCIC system

and the HPCI system are inoperable unless operability of the RCIC
can be restored within 14 days.

HFR #50.
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should be noted that the Commission's

it

Finally,

10 C.F.R.

regulations,

§ 50.72(b)(1)(i)(A)

require the licensee

to "notify the NRC as soon as practical and in
...

one hour of the occurrence of

Conclusions of Mr.
Competency C.8.c

In
Mr.

cases within
of any nuclear

[t]he initiation

Technical Specifications."

plant shutdown required by the plant's
2.

all

Peterson and the Appeal Board on

grading his performance as SRO for scenario 2-2,

Peterson found that Mr.

Philippon's

assess the overall plant condition

event 3,

"failure to correctly

(HPCI inoperable)

and

correctly apply the TS actions would have led to continued plant
HFC #10,

operation outside the 1 hour requirement."
According to Mr.

Peterson,

Mr.

at 11.

Philippon incorrectly applied TS

3.7.4 with the HPCI inoperable and failed to "comprehend or apply
TS 3.0.3."

In his Operator License Examination Report,

Id.

Peterson then stated that "[a]lthough
shutdown for an outage,

in

Mr.

the scenario was a plant

any other circumstances,

the applicant

would have allowed a violation of TS requirements by not
recognizing and implementing TS 3.0.3 action statement."
Finally,

Mr.

Peterson concluded that Mr.

Id.

Philippon "applied

incorrect TS to the multiple system inoperability situation and
potentially allowed the crew to violate TS."
these actions,

Mr.

Peterson found Mr.

Id.

Because of

Philippon's performance on

competency C.8.c met the behavioral anchor description for a
rating of 1. Id.

at 3.

- 32
the appeal board essentially found that the

On appeal,

of the RCIC did not preclude the automatic

spurious initiation

design function and that Mr.

operation of the RCIC to perform its
Philippon erred in

declaring the RCIC inoperable when the system

could have been returned to standby readiness in
system operating procedures.

According to the appeal board,

Philippon did not follow the plant procedure
considered in

system operability "nor was it
criteria

of the candidate's performance in

system inoperable."

HRC #5,

accordance with

Thus,

at 18.

for verification of
the evaluation

declaring

the RCIC

the appeal board

determined that "[c]ontrary to established procedures,
candidate as SRO who reports to the NSS
Supervisor],

Mr.

the

[Nuclear Shift

declared the RCIC System inoperable without any

operability review being performed and any feedback from the NSS
as to a determination."

Id.

It

concluded,

therefore,

that "[t]he

candidate incorrectly declared the RCIC system inoperable without
following established procedures."

Id.

Nevertheless,

board recommended a rating of 2 instead of Mr.

the appeal

Peterson's rating

of 1 on competency C.8.c "because there was no consequence for
declaring the RCIC systems inoperable from an administrative view
point."

Id.

In

accepting the appeal board's recommendation on

the scoring of Mr.
the Director,

Philippon's performance on competency C.8.c,

Division of Reactor Controls and Human Factors,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

changed the final portion

- 33
sentence in

of the last

the appeal board's recommendation

assigning a rating of 2 to read "because the candidate needed
some assistance from the crew to ensure compliance with the

3.
In

The Parties'

at 16.

HFC #4,

Technical Specifications."

Positions

claiming that the score for his performance on competency

C.8.c should be changed from 2 to 3,
challenges to the Staff's

Mr.

Philippon raises several

basic conclusion that he failed to

comply with TS 3.0.3 following his declaration that the RCIC
system was inoperable with the HPCI system already out of
service.

Because the appeal board's determination and supporting
was markedly different from Mr.

reasoning on competency C.8.c.
Peterson's in

the Operator License Examination Report,

and Mr.

Philippon's appeal before the Presiding Officer focuses on the
appeal board's reasoning and conclusion,
expression of his position is
appeal filing
In

found in

before the Staff.

his informal appeal,

Mr.

it

(RCIC)

system,

inoperable.

Next,

Mr.

Philippon's

See HFC #7,

informal

at Section C.8.c.

Philippon asserts that,

following the spurious initiation
Cooling

the most cogent

of the Reactor Core Isolation

he ordered the RCIC tripped and declared
he states that he read to the crew an

action statement from applicable Technical Specification 3.7.4.
According to Mr.

Philippon, he read aloud the action statement

that required the reactor to be in

hot shutdown within the next
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12 hours and the steam dome pressure to be reduced to less than
150 psig within the following 24 hours because nothing beyond hot
shutdown had been discussed in
he asserts that it

earlier crew briefings.

Further,

was his understanding from the scenario script

that the crew was aware that the HPCI system was already
inoperable and that multiple technical specifications were
applicable.

Mr.

Philippon claims that he then reviewed

additional Technical Specifications 3.3.5,

3.0.3,

3.5.1,

and

3.3.7.4 and concluded that, other than notification, no
additional actions were required beyond what was already being
done.

Further,

he concluded that the shutdown requirements of TS

3.0.3 were less limiting than the time requirements of TS
3.8.3.1, which was counting down from the previous shift and
Id.

required the plant to be in hot shutdown in about 5 hours.
Contrary to Mr.

Peterson's statement in

Examination Report that Mr.

the Operator License

Philippon did not identify the

applicability of TS 3.0.3 until approximately 1i hours after
declaring the RCIC inoperable when the RO indicated in a crew
brief that the HPCI system was also inoperable so TS 3.0.3
applied, Mr.

Philippon asserts in his informal appeal that "[t]he

RO mentioned during a crew brief that we could not pause
indefinitely during the shutdown due to the fact that we were in
Tech.

Spec.

3.0.3."

Id.

Mr.

Philippon states,

then reminded him that we were also in

however,

that "I

the more limiting Tech.
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Spec.

3.8.3.1 and that we were going to satisfy the more limiting

requirement."

Id.

Additionally,

in his informal appeal,

Mr.

Philippon contends that when he notified the NSS (one of the
simulator operators) that he declared the RCIC inoperable he also
requested that the NSS notify appropriate plant management and
that this event was reportable to the NRC.

He points out that a

RCIC spurious initiation and "inoperability determination is,

in

and of itself, not an immediately reportable item, yet an entry
into TS 3.0.3 is

reportable.

Id.

in his informal appeal that Mr.

Finally, Mr.

Philippon states

Peterson did not ask any followup

questions at the conclusion of the scenario event so that Mr.
Peterson could have been assured that Mr.

Philippon was aware of

all applicable technical specifications.

In conclusion, he

asserts that he performed all actions required by the technical
specifications and that no technical specifications were
violated.

Id.

In his initial

hearing presentation, Mr.

Philippon disputes

the appeal board's determination that he acted contrary to
procedures in declaring the RCIC system inoperable without an
operability review and seeking assistance from the NSS so that
this performance met the behavioral anchor for a rating of 2 for
needing assistance from the crew to ensure compliance with
technical specifications.

In a nutshell,

Mr.

Philippon argues

that the NSS was not a participating member of the crew so any
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assistance from the NSS was inappropriate and,
was his duty,

as SRO,

it

in any event,

He

to make the operability determination.

also argues that for competency C.8.c he was being evaluated for
compliance with technical specifications and because the issue
it

raised by the appeal board involves plant procedures,
therefore is

irrelevant to technical specification compliance.

Additionally, he asserts that, in declaring the RCIC inoperable,
he precisely met the expected response for the examination
scenario, which called for the SRO to declare the RCIC system
inoperable.

First Philippon Affidavit at 14-16.

In his initial hearing presentation as well as in responding
to the Staff's hearing presentation,

Mr.

Philippon reiterates

that all technical specifications were complied with and no
action required by any technical specification was missed.
at 15; Second Philippon Affidavit at 7.

Specifically, he asserts
Morever,

that the requirements of TS 3.0.3 were satisfied.
contrary to Mr.

and

Peterson's claim that he failed to comply with TS

3.0.3 because he did not make a one-hour report to the NRC,
Philippon again points out that rating factor c,
C.8.,

Id.

Mr.

for competency

evaluates correct compliance with technical specifications

while the notification requirement he allegedly did not meet is
mandated by the Commission's regulations,
50.72(b)(1)(i) (A),

not TS 3.0.3,

10 C.F.R.

§

so any lack of notification is

immaterial to the grading of his performance for this competency.

-
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Further,

Second Philippon Affidavit at 7-8.
contrary to Mr.

Peterson's assertions,

Id.

Affidavit at 10;
regard,

Mr.

TS 3.0.3 is

at 8-9.

See Fourth Philippon

Fifth Philippon Affidavit at 1-3,

Philippon,

in

less limiting

the plant shutdown so he fully

than TS 3.8.3.1 that initiated
complied with TS 3.0.3.

he argues that,

5.

In

this

responding to the Presiding Officer's

question about the RO's recollection of events,

refutes Mr.

Peterson's conclusion that the RO had to inform him of the
applicability of TS 3.0.3 with the response of the P603 operator.
He reports that the P603 operator stated:
I remember that I did mention the
applicability of TS 3.0.3 during a crew
brief, but it was within a few minutes of
declaring RCIC inoperable, not 1% hours after
I remember
RCIC was declared inoperable.
was more
3.8.3.1
that we discussed that TS
limiting, and since we were already in a
plant shutdown we were already complying with
TS 3.0.3 anyway.
Third Philippon Affidavit at 8.

Finally,

in

further refuting Mr.

Peterson's determination that he failed to comply with TS 3.0.3
he failed to make the one-hour notification to

because,

as SRO,

the NRC,

Mr.

event 3,

the plant was several hours into a shutdown required by

the plant's

Philippon points out that pursuant to scenario 2-2,

technical specifications so that the one-hour report

required by 10 C.F.R.

§ 50.72 upon initiation

required by the technical specifications

of a shutdown
already would have been

- 38

Fifth Philippon Affidavit

made hours earlier by the prior shift.
at 4-5.
In response to Mr.
concedes,
finding,

Philippon's arguments,

somewhat grudgingly and contrary to the appeal board's
that Mr.

Philippon's action in declaring the RCIC system

inoperable was appropriate.
Thus,

the Staff first

First Peterson Affidavit at 36.

the Staff confesses error with respect to this appeal board

determination.

The Staff argues,

the RCIC system inoperable,

however,

that, after declaring

that declaration required Mr.

Philippon "to identify and take actions in accordance with TS
3.0.3" and that "[h]e failed to identify and take such action."
Id.
The Staff asserts that following the spurious initiation of
the RCIC system, Mr.

Philippon reviewed the technical

specifications and conducted a shift briefing to inform and
discuss with the crew his findings concerning the applicable
technical specifications.

only specifically identified and discussed TS 3.5.1,
Operating,"
System,"

and TS 3.7.4,

Philippon

According to the Staff, Mr.

"ECCS

"Reactor Core Isolation Cooling

and he did not identify TS 3.0.3 to the crew.

Next,

it

asserts that, with both the RCIC system and, pursuant to the
scenario script, the HPCI system already inoperable,

entry into

TS 3.0.3 was required because technical specification LCO action
statement 3.5.1 c could not be met.

Id.

at 37.

Upon entry into

- 39
the Staff claims that a one-hour non-emergency report

TS 3.0.3,

to the NRC is
and that Mr.
In
"[a]

the Staff points to the student text stating that
required whenever plant

is

[Licensee Event Report]

the condition is

conditions require entry into TS 3.0.3 even if
corrected before a plant shutdown is
18.

with all

technical specifications,

"[a]lthough

Exh.

Id.

initiated."

7,

at

Philippon's claims that he complied

contrary to Mr.

Thus,

at 38.

Id.

Philippon never made that notification.

this regard,
LER

§ 50.72(b)(1)(i) (A)

required pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

the Staff concludes

plant shutdown was already in

progress,

that

Mr.

Philippon

failed to identify and take the required action to notify the NRC
Id.

of the TS 3.0.3 condition."
states that "[imn fact,

at 39.

prompted by the RO,

he still

notification within 1 hour."
disputes Mr.

after being

did not make the necessary NRC
Id.

Finally,

the Staff also

Philippon's assertion that TS 3.8.3.1 was more

limiting than TS 3.0.3.
at 37-38;

approximately 1.5 hours

brief" and "[e]ven

during another shift

the Staff

Philippon was informed that TS 3.0.3

Mr.

applied when he was corrected by the RO,
later

Further,

Id.

at 39-41;

Second Peterson Affidavit

Third Peterson Affidavit at 2-7; Fourth Peterson

Affidavit at 3-4.

The Staff argues,

therefore,

that Mr.

Philippon's performance meets the competency rating factor of 2.
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Findings and Conclusions

4.

The guidance in
C.8.,

Form ES-303-4 for competency

NUREG-1021,

asks "DID THE APPLICANT...

factor c,

(c)

Ensure correct COMPLIANCE

with TS and LCO action statements?" HFR #59,
it

and rating

"COMPLY WITH AND USE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS,"

should be emphasized that rating factors a

at 28.

Initially,

(did the applicant

recognize when conditions were covered by technical
and b

specifications?)

(did the applicant locate the appropriate

TS quickly and efficiently?)

are not involved in

Philippon's performance on scenario 2-2,

Mr.

however,

not apparent from the Staff's

is

grading of Mr.

scoring and its

competency C.8.c.

It

the grading of

explanation of its

Philippon's performance on

should also be noted that competency C.8.c

involved only scenario 2-2,

event 3,

and not some other

hypothetical scenario and event,

although this fact is

always apparent from the Staff's

scoring of Mr.

performance on this competency and its
It

bears repeating,

2-2,

that it
the LCO.

is

in

therefore,

the plant is

3,

event,

That fact,

event 3.

again not

Philippon's

explanation of that grade.

that under the script for scenario

required by TS 3.8.3.1 to shutdown so

hot shutdown within 12 hours of the occurrence of

The technical specification shutdown was begun by the

previous shift

operating crew and already had been in

progress

for a number of hours when the plant was turned over to Mr.
Philippon's shift

operating crew.

-

In

NUREG-1021 relating to

looking to the guidance in

grading of Mr.

appropriate in

to determine whether the

rating factor c,

competency C.8.,
Staff's

41

light of the evidence presented,

the record

grading has "strayed too far afield

establishes that the Staff's
of the stated twin goals of

and consistent'

'equitable

Calabrese,

examination administration" to be sustained.
16,

and

Philippon's performance was justified

LBP-97

The record shows that the Staff erred in

46 NRC at 86.

Philippon's performance on competency C.8.c by

scoring Mr.

grading him for matters other than those involved with rating
factor c.

Further,

instead of scoring his performance
event 3,

the script for simulator scenario 2-2,
Mr.

solely on

the Staff graded

Philippon on events other than those called for under

scenario 2-2,
that the Staff's

event 3.

Thus,

Philippon has met his burden

Mr.

grading of competency C.8.c is

inappropriate

and

unjustified.
The gravamen of the Staff's

position is

that,

upon declaring

the RCIC system inoperable with the HPCI already out of service,
he failed "to identify and take actions in
3.0.3,"

First

Peterson Affidavit at 36,

non-emergency report with the NRC.
that the filing

of such a report is

technical specification.

Id.

circumstances of scenario 2-2,

at 37.

accordance with TS

by not filing
at 38.

Id.

a one-hour

The Staff claims

required upon entry into that
Because under the scripted

event 3,

no other overt action

- 42

involving TS 3.0.3 was required that was not already being taken
with regard to the plant shutdown already in progress initiated
by TS 3.8.3.1,

file the report demonstrates that Mr.
with TS 3.0.3.

Accordingly,

weakness demonstrated by Mr.

specification violation if
Id.

Philippon did not comply

the Staff concludes that "the
the failure to identify

Philippon in

would have resulted in a technical

and comply with TS 3.0.3.

progress."

Philippon's failure to

the Staff asserts that Mr.

the plant shutdown was already not in

at 41-42.

The Staff's position simply can not withstand analysis.
According to the Staff,
entry into TS 3.0.3 is
Id.

NRC.

at 38.

the notification that is

a one-hour non-emergency report to the

But TS 3.0.3 nowhere contains any notification

requirements within its text,
bases.

required upon

See HFR #48

action statements,

or even its

(as supplemented by NRC Staff's Response to

Order dated March 1, 1999).

Therefore,

in grading Mr.

Philippon's performance on rating factor c concerning his
compliance with technical specifications,

the Staff cannot

properly conclude that he did not comply with TS 3.0.3 by failing
to file a one-hour report when the technical specifications
contains no such reporting requirement.
The Staff essentially concedes that TS 3.0.3 contains no
reporting requirement but nevertheless argues that the applicable
notification is

required by the Commission's regulations,

- 43

and in effect claims that

§ 50.72(1) (b) (i) (A),

10 C.F.R.

compliance with the regulation demonstrates compliance with the
technical specification.

First Peterson Affidavit at 38.

In

pertinent part, that regulation states that "the licensee shall
notify the NRC

within one hour of ...

...

[tihe initiation

of any

nuclear plant shutdown required by the plant's Technical
Specifications."

Here,

again, rating factor c of competency C.8.

does not concern compliance with the Commission's regulations,
only compliance with technical specifications.
the Staff cannot properly use Mr.

This being so,

Philippon's purported lack of

compliance with a Commission regulation as the basis for
concluding he did not comply with a technical specification.
Indeed,

it

should be noted that none of the eight competencies

set forth in NUREG-1021,
are tested in

Form ES-303-4,

upon which SRO candidates

the operating portion of the licensing examination

deal with the recognition of,

or compliance with,

agency

regulations.
Most importantly, however,
under scenario 2-2,
claims is
made,

event 3,

as Mr.

Philippon points out,

the one-hour notification the Staff

required pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

or should have been made,

§ 50.72(b) (1) (i)(A) was

hours earlier by the previous

shift operating crew when, pursuant to the scenario script, the
plant shutdown was initiated due to the requirements of TS
3.8.3.1.

Nothing in the scenario script or the informal

- 44

adjudicatory record indicates that the one-hour notification was
not made by the previous shift operating crew or that Mr.
Philippon was to assume the notification had not been properly
made.

there is

Moreover,

nothing in

the regulation suggesting

that multiple notifications are required for ongoing events such
By using the words "initiation of any nuclear

as shift changes.

plant shutdown required by the plant's Technical Specification,"
the regulation definitionally limits the reporting requirement to
a single one-hour report per technical specification shutdown.
In

other words,

by definition, there can only be one initiation
Although subsequent events involving the

of each shutdown.

plant's technical specifications may occur during the shutdown
process,
10 C.F.R.

those later events do not "initiate- the shutdown and
(1) (b) (i) (A)

§ 50.72

to the NRC for them.
2-2,

event 3,

4

In the circumstances presented by scenario

the regulation is

reliance upon it

is misplaced.

Staff's claim, Mr.

4 Interestingly,

does not require a one-hour report

not applicable and the Staff's
Therefore,

contrary to the

Philippon's failure to make a one-hour report

there are applicable plant procedures at
notification to the NRC upon the
a
one-hour
Fermi requiring
initiation of a plant shutdown required by the technical
Third Peterson Affidavit, Attachment 13 at Part
specifications.
For scenario 2-2, event 3, however, Mr. Philippon was
2, Page 2.
being graded on competency C.8., rating factor c, dealing with
his compliance with technical specifications, not competency
C.4., rating factor c, dealing with his compliance with plant
procedures.

-

when no such report is

45

required, cannot be used as evidence to

support the notion that he did not comply with TS 3.0.3.5
For the same reason,

the Staff's argument that Mr.

failed to comply with TS 6.9.1 also fails.
Affidavit at 13-14.

Philippon

Third Peterson

In answering the Presiding Officer's

question whether there were any other technical specifications
dealing with general reporting requirement,

the Staff responded

that TS 6.9.1 incorporates Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations so Mr.

Philippon failed to comply with that technical

specification when he did not make the one-hour report to the
NRC.

Contrary to the Staff's argument,

however,

TS 6.9.1 can

stand on no better footing than the inapplicable regulation it
incorporates.
In

the conclusion of its

initial

hearing presentation,

Staff seemingly recognizes the incongruity of its
competency C.8.c when it
5 In

states that Mr.

the

position on

Philippon's "failure to

arguing that 10 C.F.R. § 50.72(i) (b) (i) (A) is
applicable, the Staff also relies upon Student Text, ST-OP-804
That text states: "a
First Peterson Affidavit at 38.
0001-01.
plant conditions
whenever
required
LER [License Event Report] is
is corrected
condition
the
if
require entry into TS 3.0.3 even
Peterson
First
initiated."
is
before the plant shutdown
But the requirements for Licensee Event
Affidavit Exh. 7 at 18.
Reports are governed by 10 C.F.R. § 50.73, not section 50.72
(1)(b)(i) (A) and section 50.73, when applicable, requires the
filing of a 30-day written report, not the one-hour report the
Moreover, even if section 50.73
Staff argues is applicable here.
is applicable in the circumstances presented, the Staff, as
previously indicated, cannot properly use Mr. Philippon's
purported lack of compliance with a Commission regulation as the
basis for concluding he did not comply with a technical
specification.

-
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identify and comply with TS 3.0.3

file a one-hour report to

[i.e.

comply with TS 3.0.3] would have resulted in a technical
specification violation if
progress."

the plant shutdown was not already in
But pursuant to

First Peterson Affidavit at 41-42.

the shutdown required by the plant's

event 3,

scenario 2-2,

technical specifications already was in progress and had been for
many hours.

Therefore,

the one-hour report required by the

Commission's regulations already had been made,
been made,

or should have

hours before by the previous operating shift crew and

10 CFR § 50.72(i) (b) (i)(A) was no longer applicable.
set of facts and only this set of facts,
Philippon's performance for scenario 2-2,
judged.

Thus,

It

was this

against which Mr.
event 3,

could be

the Staff was obligated to grade Mr.

Philippon on

the scenario he faced, not some other hypothetical set of facts
in which the shutdown required by the plant's technical
specifications was not already in progress.

Indeed,

it

should be

noted that the Staff reviewed and approved the simulator scenario
for competency C.8.,

rating factor c,

that was intended to test

the SRO candidate's compliance with technical specifications.
But the approved scenario did not require any actions other than
those a properly performing crew already would be taking that
would objectively indicate whether the SRO had complied with TS
3.0.3.

This inadequacy in

the scenario cannot properly be

corrected by changing the scenario while grading Mr.

Philippon's

-

performance on competency C.8.c.
position that Mr.

Staff's

47

the

For the foregoing reasons,

Philippon did not comply with TS 3.0.3

cannot be sustained.
In

Philippon's performance,

scoring Mr.

#59,

i.e.,

his actions,

that behavioral anchor 2 most closely fit
"[n]eeded

the Staff concluded

some assistance from crew to ensure compliance."
Peterson Affidavit at 41.

at 28; First

circumstances,

in

the

the correct behavioral anchor description is
i.e.,

for a score of 3,

Mr.

that

"[d]irectives were based on a correct

understanding of TS action statements."
Accordingly,

Rather,

HFR

HFR #59,

at 28.

Philippon's grade on competency C rating factor

8.c should be changed to 3.
Two other issues,

neither of which is

Philippon's challenge to the Staff's

resolution of Mr.

his performance on competency C.8.c,
First,

necessary to the
grading of

deserve brief mention.

even though competency C.8.c deals exclusively with

compliance with technical specifications,
linked its

argument that Mr.

the Staff consistently

Philippon failed to comply with TS

3.0.3 with his failure to identify or recognize when conditions
were covered by TS 3.0.3 -of competency C.8.

a matter covered by rating factor a,

Here again,

however,

the competency Mr.

Philippon was graded on with respect to scenario 2-2,
only involved rating factor c of competency C.8.,
factor a.

Thus,

in

event 3,

not rating

spite of the obvious logic of not separating

-

those elements,
examination,
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given the structure of Mr.

rating factor a,

Philippon's
cannot now be

of competency C.8.,

event 3,

added to the matters evaluated under scenario 2-2,
grading Mr.

Philippon's performance.

record evidence is
Mr.

when all of the

Moreover,

objectively considered,

consistent with

is

it

in

Philippon's assertion that he recognized the need to consider
The facts in the record,

the applicability of TS 3.0.3.

in

contrast to the conclusions drawn from those facts by the Staff,
are fully consistent with Mr.
the Staff relies upon Mr.
test indicating that,
Mr.

Philippon's position.

For example,

Peterson's notes from the simulator

after the spurious initiation of the RCIC,

Philippon recited aloud to the operating crew two technical

specifications,

but he did not mention TS 3.0.3.

Affidavit at 37-39.

Mr.

First Peterson

Peterson's notes then state his

conclusion that Mr.

Philippon did not recognize TS 3.0.3.

Peterson Affidavit,

Exh.

1, at 1.

But Mr.

Philippon asserts that

he reviewed the applicable technical specifications,
3.0.3,

Third

including TS

determined no additional actions were required, and that

TS 3.8.3.1 was more limiting than TS 3.0.3.
C.8.c.

HFC #7 at Section

This position is not inconsistent with not mentioning TS

3.0.3 aloud to the operating crew.

Indeed,

it

is

fully

consistent with the notes taken by a second examiner at
approximately the same time as Mr.
that Mr.

Philippon stated "[w]e

Peterson's entry,

are already in

indicating

a TS shutdown,

and

-
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Third Peterson Affidavit,

we will continue the shutdown."
2,

at 1.

Equally consistent with Mr.

Exh.
the

Philippon's position is

recollection of one of the reactor operators who indicated that,
the crew discussed

shortly after declaring the RCIC inoperable,

that TS 3.8.3.1 was more limiting than TS 3.0.3 and, because the
the crew was necessarily

plant already was being shutdown,

Third Philippon Affidavit at 8.

complying with TS 3.0.3.

the record evidence supports Mr.

Thus,

Philippon's assertion that he

recognized the need to consider the applicability of TS 3.0.3.
It

Mr.

obviously would have been better if

Philippon had

announced aloud his recognition of TS 3.0.3.

There is,

however,

no specific requirement that directs SRO candidates to do so in
these circumstances.
examiner,

By the same token, Mr.

was free to ask Mr.

Peterson,

as the

Philippon questions at the end of

the scenario to clear up any doubts.
Second,

the Staff claims that TS 3.0.3 was more limiting

than TS 3.8.3.1, while Mr.

Philippon asserts the reverse.

meticulous review of the parties'
this issue is

A

many filings and arguments on

only slightly less taxing and time consuming than

solving Rubik's cube.

In

any event,

definitive answer to this issue is

it

should be noted that a

dependent upon a precise time

line of events that begins with the entrance into TS 3.8.3.1
during the prior shift.
is

Somewhat surprisingly, all that is

that sometime during the turnover crew briefing,

known

in response
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to Mr.

Philippon's question, the new shift operating crew was

informed that hot shutdown had to be reached in eight hours.
starting time for that eight hours is unknown,

as is

The

the length

of time of the crew briefing or even the actual shift starting
it

Additionally,

time.

appears that the scenario was conducted

with little

regard for keeping an accurate time line of events.

Moreover,

a simulator breakdown during the scenario only added to

the imprecision of an already imprecise time line.
Further,

it

suffices to note that a determinative component

of the Staff's argument and, hence its

time line,

hour grace period provided by TS 3.0.3 is

is

that the one

inapplicable under

these circumstances.

First Peterson Affidavit at 39-40.

language of TS 3.0.3,

however,

interpretation.

does not support the Staff's

as Mr.

Moreover,

The

Philippon points out,

the

recently adopted improved technical specifications for the
facility support Mr.

Philippon's reading of TS 3.0.3 in effect at

the time of the SRO examination.
id.

Attach. 2.

fact,

in

is

Finally, it

Fifth Philippon Affidavit at 3;

undisputed that the plant was,

in

shutdown operational mode 3 within the time frame of the

scenario and, at that time,

the plant met the shutdown

requirements of all applicable technical specifications including
those of TS 3.0.3.

Thus,

on the current record,

in

light of these critical factors and

the Staff's argument does not demonstrate

that TS 3.0.3 was universally more limiting than TS 3.8.3.1.

- 51 C.

Competency C.4.c
Mr.

grading of his

Philippon next challenges the Staff's

rating factor c,

performance on competency C.4.,

power;

(loss of off-site

break) and event 9

the plant is

(RHR)

suction line

emergency diesel

Under the script for this

failure).

generator auto start
scenario,

(residual heat removal

event 8

scenario 2-2,

involving

being shutdown to enter a mid-cycle outage

and because some equipment is

out of service plant shutdown is

required by Technical Specification 3.8.3.1.

The two events that

are the focus of this evaluation occur at the end of the
scenario.

HFC #10,

Appendix D at 1.

Pursuant to the scenario,

a leak in

the residual heat

removal suction line causes the water level in

the torus to drop.

Plant procedures require the operating crew to isolate the leak.
According to the scenario script and unbeknownst to the operating
crew,

the leak cannot be isolated and thereby stopped.

leak cannot be stopped,
initiate

the

the procedure requires the crew to

a scram and depressurize the system before the torus

water level reaches -38

inches.

Shortly after the leak occurs,

the plant also experiences a loss of off-site
diesel generator
the facility

If

(EDG)

has a total

12 fails

automatically.

Although

of four emergency diesel generators,

number 12 supplies the electrical
bypass valves.

to start

power and emergency

power for the main turbine

The plant procedure for restoring emergency power

-
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includes starting the gas combustion turbine generator

the emergency diesel generator

and sending a crew member to start
manually.

(CTG-l1)

These tasks require the attention of at least one crew

member so these matters divert a crew member from the task of
attempting to isolate the torus leak.
The objective of the exercise is
efficiently

HFC #10,

at 16.

to deploy the crew

to identify the reason for the decrease in
possible,

water level and,

if

loss of off-site

power.

If

stop it

torus

while also coping with the

the torus water level cannot be kept

high enough there will be insufficient capacity for the torus
water to absorb heat to serve its
hence,

purpose as a suppression pool;

the reactor must be scrammed and an emergency

depressurization

is

As set out in

required.
NUREG-1021,

Form ES-303-4,

and the corresponding behavioral anchors
"COMPLIANCE AND USE OF PROCEDURES,"

the rating factors

for competency C.4,

and rating factor c,

DID THE APPLICANT:

(c) Ensure the safe, efficient
procedures BY THE CREW?

IMPLEMENTATION of

ask:

-
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1

2

3
Kept crew
informed
of
procedural
status;
got
acknowledgment
from crew
when
reading
procedures

Read
procedures
to
him/her
self;
failed to
coordinate
or verify
crew's use
of
procedures

Crew
occasionally had
to
question
SRO
regarding
status;
allowed
lapses in
implementation by
crew

at 24.

HFR #59,

events 8 and 9

Expected response to scenario 2-2,

1.

After being alerted to the drop in

the torus water level,

the operators will enter EOP 29.100.01 Sheet 5,
Containment and Radiation Release"

(HFR #30),

"Primary Containment Control,"

Sheet 2,

"Secondary

and EOP 29.100.01

(HFR #26),

when the

secondary sump level increases and torus level decreases to -2
inches,

respectively.

The SRO should then direct the BOP

operator to raise the torus water level using the torus water
management system,
point,

overriding interlocks as necessary.

At this

the operators should investigate and attempt to identify

the source of the decrease in

the torus water level.

See HFC

#10, at 16.
When the BOP operator cannot keep the torus water level
above -38

inches,

"RPV Control"

the SRO should enter EOP 29.100.01 Sheet 1,

(HFR #24),

and prepare for emergency

depressurization of the reactor vessel in

accordance with EOP

-
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when the loss of off-site

power occurs,

"Loss of Offsite Power"

20.300.03,

The SRO should

The SRO's actions should

of the gas combustion turbine

include directing the start

to power the standby feedwater pump and

CTG-1I,

rejection of

restore power to additional equipment to facilitate
heat to alternate heat sinks.

See id.

Peterson and the Appeal Board on

2.

Conclusions of Mr.
Competency C.4.c

In

his Operator License Examination Report,

found that Mr.

Mr.

Peterson

Philippon adequately responded to the lowering

torus water level,
procedures,

Next,

the SRO should enter AOP

(HFR #21).

6
then direct actions to restore power.

generator,

(HFR #27).

"Emergency Depressurization"

29.100.01 Sheet 3,

entered the appropriate emergency operating

and started to mitigate the torus problem when the

loss of off-site

power occurred.

According to Mr.

Peterson, Mr.

Philippon directed the BOP to perform the abnormal operating
procedure for loss of off-site

power.

The operator started and

completed this procedure up to step 3 when he informed Mr.
Philippon that the procedure was too long and cumbersome to
complete in

a timely manner.

stated that Mr.

In

his report,

Mr.

Peterson then

Philippon

was preoccupied with the torus level problem,
needed
that he did not adequately prioritize
plant
essential
actions to restore power to
6It should be noted that the appeal board did not share this
expectation for the SRO.

-
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equipment, e.g. standby feedwater pumps and
in
secondary plant equipment to assist
Rather
controlled plant depressurization.
and
expedite
to
BOP
the
directing
than
power procedure,
perform the loss of off-site
the SRO told the BOP to forget the procedure
and monitor the torus water level.
at 16.

HFC #10,

Mr.

therefore,

Peterson concluded,

that Mr.

Philippon "effectively lost the use of one operator to perform
important restoration steps for restoring electrical
mitigating the plant emergency"

in

assist

power procedure.

at 17.

Id.

Philippon's informal appeal,

Upon consideration of Mr.

appeal board recommended increasing Mr.
2 for rating factor c,

failed

and that "[h]e

implementation" of the loss of

to ensure safe and efficient
off-site

power to

Peterson's rating of 1 to
The appeal board found

of competency C.4.

that although the loss of off-site

the

power abnormal operating
the action note for the

a continuous use procedure,

procedure

is

procedure

specifically allows the SRO discretion to perform the

steps of the procedure simultaneously.
Mr.

It

stated that,

although

Philippon directed the BOP to forgo the procedure and monitor

the torus water level,

subsequent actions of the procedure should

have been carried out as required and as time and circumstances
permitted.

HFC #5,

at 12.

In

determined that "[d]irecting
(Primary Containment Control,
Release)

this regard,

the appeal board

the actions of EOP 29.100.01
and Secondary Containment and Rad

regarding the decreasing torus water level and the

-
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increasing reactor building sump levels were very important."
Id.

The appeal board concluded,

therefore,

that:

it appears that candidate, as SRO, failed to
maintain command and control of the actions
of the BOP to ensure implementation of a
plant procedure that had been directed to be
performed. Management Procedure MGA03,
Enclosure A, Step A.2, states, 'When one of
the exit conditions specified in the EOP
or it is determined
flowchart is satisfied
exists, the
longer
no
emergency
an
that
and returns
flowchart
EOP
operator exits the
the given
For
to non-emergency procedures.'
plant conditions, EOP 29.100.01 was in effect
and had not been exited a the time of the
The subsequent
power event.
loss of offsite
of Offsite
Loss
actions of AOP 20.300.03,
Power, were not immediate; and there were no
immediate actions to be performed by the
operators.
In summary, the NRC assigns a rating of
2 (0.50 weight factor) instead of 1.0 (0.25
weight factor) for Competency C.4.c due to
the candidate allowing a lapse in
implementation of a procedure.

Id.
3.
In

Parties'

Positions

asserting that the grading of his performance on

competency C.4.c was incorrect and that his grade on rating
factor c should be raised to 3 from 2,
the appeal board erred in

Mr.

Philippon argues that

concluding that a lapse occurred in

performing the torus low-level portion of emergency operating
procedure,

EOP 29.100.01.

He asserts that,

although the appeal

board indicated that because the EOP had not been exited at the
time of the loss of off-site
outside the EOP resulted in

power event any actions performed
a lapse,

the appeal board failed to
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point out any procedural action that was performed late or any
According to Mr.

other consequences of the purported lapse.
Philippon,

there was,

no lapse in

contrary to the appeal board's conclusion,
In

any required procedural step.

lapse occurred,

Mr.

arguing that no

Philippon details his actions with respect to

the steps of the EOP and notes the fact that he adhered to the
procedure in

ordering emergency depressurization prior to

exceeding the water level limits.

He further argues that there

were no adverse consequences as a result of his initial
power

investigation and attempt to mitigate the loss of off-site
First

event.

Philippon Affidavit at 11-14.

response to Mr.

In

Philippon's initial

before the Presiding Officer,

hearing presentation

the Staff does not respond to Mr.

Philippon's challenge to the appeal board's conclusion explaining
scored his performance a 2 for competency C.4.c.

how it

appeal board concluded that Mr.
occur in

performing the EOP.

Philippon allowed a lapse to

Stated otherwise,

not defend the appeal board's conclusion,
last

word on Mr.

only matter Mr.

which is

the Staff's

Philippon properly could challenge before the
Instead,
First

different direction.

initial

the Staff does

Philippon's grade for competency C.4.c and the

Presiding officer.

In

The

this regard,

it

the Staff goes off in

an entirely

Peterson Affidavit at 27-34.

should be noted that Mr.

Philippon in

hearing presentation before the Presiding officer

his
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challenging the appeal board's conclusion regarding his purported
lapse, briefly recited in

an introductory paragraph

Peterson's grading and conclusion

seeking to overturn Mr.

regarding competency C.4.c in
First

of

his informal appeal to the Staff in

the argument he presented in

Report.

the gist

the Operator License Examination

Peterson concluded that Mr.

that report,

In

Philippon Affidavit at 10-11.

Mr.

Philippon effectively lost control of

the use of one operator to perform steps for restoring electrical
power when he redirected the operator from the loss of off-site
See HFC #10,

power procedure to the torus leak problem.
In

recitation in

concluding that brief historical

hearing presentation,

his initial
staff

Philippon notes that '[t]he

Mr.

at 17.

reviewer's assessment of the correct response to these events was
First

examiner."

completely opposite from that of the initial
Philippon Affidavit at 11.
Rather than addressing Mr.

Philippon's challenge to the
the Staff,

appeal board's conclusion regarding competency C.4.c,
and more particularly Mr.
and the Staff's

affiant,

presented the Staff's

Peterson

(the initial

license examiner

who through his affidavits,

has

entire case) reverts to challenging Mr.

Philippon's arguments from his informal appeal to the Staff where
Mr.

Philippon challenged Mr.

Peterson's conclusions in

Operator License Examination Report.
Affidavit at 27-34.

Not surprisingly,

See First
Mr.

the

Peterson

Peterson's recitation

-
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of the underlying facts and events is
that presented by Mr.
Staff.

It

suffices

Philippon in

to note Mr.

position from his initial

markedly different from

his informal appeal to the

Peterson's summary of his

hearing response before the Presiding

Officer:
Mr. Philippon's contention that he directed
the BOP operator away from the loss of
power AOP 20.300.03 (Hearing File
offsite
Reference 21) to mitigate the torus level
problem is in principle correct; however, the
direction given to the BOP operator was only
to monitor torus level and then, as directed,
perform a premature rapid pressure reduction
with SRVs into the Torus and unnecessarily
challenging the primary containment.
Although it is true that the actions per the
EOP 29.100.01 Sheet 2 for the lowering Torus
performing RPV emergency
water level (i.e.,
depressurization once Torus level reached
-38") were eventually performed, Mr.
Philippon directed actions which were
The premature pressure
contrary to the EOPs.
reduction to 400 psig was unnecessary and not
His actions
in compliance with procedures.
and
(RPV
conditions
plant
degraded
containment) unnecessarily prior to the need
The BOP
for RPV emergency depressurization.
better
operator's time could have been
in pursuing the loss of offsite
utilized
power procedure, in attempts to restore
important equipment (SBFW pump, feed and
condensate system, and the main turbine
bypass valves) to support a more controlled
RPV pressure reduction away from the Torus,
the required RPV emergency
until
depressurization for Torus water level was
The other crew that performed the
necessary.
same scenario did not perform the unnecessary
and significant rapid RPV depressurization
prior to reaching the condition that required
The BOP operator
emergency depressurization.
power
concentrated on the loss of offsite
procedure, while the P603 operator and the
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SRO adequately monitored the Torus water
of the reactor
level and maintained the rest
crew was
other
the
Therefore,
parameters.
offsite
of
loss
the
able to perform more of
power procedure, closer to restoring power to
the main turbine bypass valves and the SBFW
pump, before RPV emergency depressurization
was required.
First

Peterson Affidavit at 33-34.
At this point,

scenario 2-2,

a brief digression is

judging of Mr.

the Staff's

competency C.4.c were also involved in
Philippon's performance in

involved in

events 8 and 9,

and the same events,

The same

necessary.

competency C.7.b "(Directing
at 12.

HFC #5,

As set out in

Operations,

Safe Directions)."

NUREG-1021,

the rating factors and corresponding behavioral
"DIRECT SHIFT OPERATIONS,"

anchors for competency C.7,
factor b,

asks whether Mr.

and rating

Philippon "provide[d] TIMELY,

WELL

CREW PERFORMANCE and

THOUGHT OUT DIRECTIONS that facilitated

demonstrated appropriate CONCERN for the SAFETY of the plant,
staff,

and public?"

HFR #59,

at 27.

In

grading his performance

on competency C.7.b, Mr.

for scenario 2-2,

events 8 and 9,

Peterson gave Mr.

Philippon a 1 concluding that "[t]he applicant

incorrectly interpreted the EOPs to open SRVs to perform a
preempted ED.

This action was contrary to the EOPs.

The

applicant's actions and directions were not well thought out and
potentially inhibited safe operations."
On Mr.

Philippon's informal appeal,

that score to 3 --

HFC #10,

at 18.

the appeal board raised

the highest rating possible.

In

reaching its

-
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the appeal board necessarily rejected the

conclusion,

determinations and conclusions of Mr.

Peterson set forth in

Operator License Examination Report regarding Mr.
events 8 and 9,

performance on scenario 2-2,
C.7.b.

See HFC #5,

at 12-14.

Specifically,

the

Philippon's

for competency
the appeal board

concluded that "[tihe candidate correctly used available systems
(SRVs and the RCIC system) from Table 4,
Control Systems,'
Id.

rating --

as referenced in step P-3 of EOP 29.100.01."

In awarding Mr.

at 14.

'Alternate Pressure

Philippon's performance the highest

the same performance under consideration in competency

C.4.c for scenario 2-2,

events 8 and 9 --

answered the question whether Mr.

the appeal board

Philippon provided timely,

safe, well thought out directions that facilitated crew
performance by,
safe,

in effect,

finding his "[d]irectives

integrated crew performance,"

rating of 3.

HFR #59,

response to Mr.

at 27.

In

Philippon's initial

enabled

the behavioral anchor for the
large measure, Mr.

Peterson's

hearing presentation on

competency C.4.c repeats the same position set forth in his
Operator License Examination Report regarding competency C.7.b,
which the appeal board already rejected for this same scenario
and events with respect to competency C.7.b.
17-18 with First Peterson Affidavit at 28-33.

Compare HFC #10,

at

- 62 -

4.

Findings and Conclusions

The Staff's position on competency C.4.c cannot be
sustained.

By its

failure to defend before the Presiding Officer

the appeal board's conclusion on which it
for competency C.4.c (i.e.,
occur in

the EOP),

that Mr.

based its

grade of 2

Philippon allowed a lapse to

the Staff has effectively waived its

of the appeal board position --

the final Staff position and,

hence the only Staff position open to Mr.
before the Presiding Officer. 7

defense

Philippon to challenge

The Staff's action in

this

Indeed, the Staff's only allusion to the appeal board's
conclusion that Mr. Philippon allowed a lapse to occur came in
response to a direct question posed by the Presiding Officer
See Order of March
filings.
subsequent to the parties initial
Philippon's initial
Mr.
to
In its response
19, 1999, App. at 6.
hearing presentation, the Staff, through Mr. Peterson's
affidavit, ignored the appeal board's conclusion on which it
based its grade for competency C.4.c and Mr. Philippon's argument
Thereafter, the Presiding Officer
that no lapse occurred.
directed a question to the Staff that referred to the appeal
board's conclusion that Mr. Philippon allowed a lapse in the
implementation of a procedure and inquired what precisely it
meant by the term lapse. Id.
Even with this prompting by the Presiding Officer, the Staff
did not respond to Mr. Philippon's argument that no lapse
occurred or otherwise present a belated defense of the appeal
Rather, Mr. Peterson cryptically responded
board's conclusion.
to the Presiding Officer's question stating that the term lapse
"in this case means neglected and/or minimized" and that "Mr.
Philippon minimized and/or neglected to carry out the procedure"
and "E[h]is action constituted a lapse in procedure
Second Peterson Affidavit at 27. This answer
implementation."
neither responded to Mr. Philippon's argument that no lapse
occurred nor adequately explained how such a lapse occurred.
After ignoring the appeal board's conclusion and Mr. Philippon's
argument in his initial hearing presentation, Mr. Peterson's
cryptic response to the Presiding Officer's question cannot
reasonably be considered a defense of the appeal board's
conclusion that a lapse occurred. That Mr. Peterson has chosen to
7

-

regard is
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tantamount to conceding Mr.

no such lapse occurred.

Needless to say, the Staff is

free to confess error on a matter it
determined against Mr.

Philippon's position that
always

now believes was wrongly

Philippon during the examination process

or on his informal appeal.

In

this instance,

however,

the Staff

has not confessed error or in any other manner admitted the
appeal board erred.

Rather,

the Staff has chosen to ignore the

appeal board's conclusion that Mr.

Philippon allowed a lapse to

occur in the EOP procedure and on which the board based its
grading of Mr.

This

Philippon's performance on competency C.4.c.

the Staff may not do.

Silence is not a confession of error.

Nor

can there be an implied confession of error.
Instead of admitting its

mistake or confessing error,

the

Staff simply ignores the appeal board's conclusion and seeks to
justify the Staff's grading of Mr.

Philippon's performance on

grounds different than those enunciated by the appeal board on
Mr.

Philippon's informal appeal.

Peterson,

The Staff, in particular Mr.

now seeks to justify the grading of Mr.

Philippon's

performance on competency C.4.c by resurrecting the grounds Mr.
Peterson initially set forth in his Operator License Examination
Report (i.e.,

that Mr.

Philippon effectively lost control of the

ignore the appeal board's conclusion is not surprising in light
of the diametrically opposed positions of the appeal board and
Mr. Peterson on the issue of the importance and immediacy of the
loss of off-site power procedure.
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use of one operator to perform steps

for restoring electrical

power when he redirected the operator from the loss of offsite
power procedure to the torus leak problem and that he violated
directing, a preemptive emergency depressurization).

procedures in
In

turn,

board in

those grounds were effectively overruled by the appeal
part by its

determination on competency C.4.c

(i.e.,

that the BOP operator should not have been directed to the

events 8 and 9,

the same scenario 2-2,
Mr.

determination on

but also by its

power procedure at all)

offsite

(i.e.,

Philippon's informal appeal

for competency C.7.b on
that Mr.

Philippon

correctly used available systems under the EOP).
plainly, Mr.

Peterson,

the Staff license examiner,

Stated most
was

effectively reversed and overruled by the three Staff members
comprising the appeal board that,
license examination process,

at least for purposes of the

were his superiors and constituted a

higher authority within the Staff hierarchy.
Presiding Officer,

Mr.

overrule his Staff superiors.
particular Mr.
warfare,

Peterson,

is

attempting to reverse and
Although the Staff,

In

and in

are free to carry on internecine

they are not free to wage it

proceeding where all
party.

on matters already effectively

Peterson,

decided by the appeal board,

Yet here before the

in

this adjudicatory

elements of the Staff appear as a single

a nutshell,

the Staff,

and particularly Mr.

Peterson,

may not take a position or assert facts before the Presiding
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Officer contrary to a matter decided by the appeal board (i.e.,
on Mr.

the Staff itself)

Philippon's informal appeal absent an

explicit confession of error.
Therefore,

because the Staff has not defended the appeal

board's conclusion that Mr.

Philippon allowed a lapse to occur in

the emergency operating procedure,
to do so.

Consequently,

correctness of Mr.
occurred.

the Staff has waived its

right

the Staff has effectively conceded the

Philippon's position that no such lapse

Having effectively conceded that no lapse occurred in

the emergency operating procedure,

the Staff has also necessarily

negated the very basis upon which the appeal board graded Mr.
Philippon's performance for competency C.4.c.

The behavioral

anchor for a grade of 2,

the score the appeal board gave Mr.

Philippon's performance,

states that the crew occasionally had to

question the SRO regarding status and that the SRO allowed lapses
in

implementation by the crew.

The Staff now effectively

concedes that no lapse occurred in
operating procedure.

Further,

implementing the emergency

the record as a whole does not

support the notion that the operating crew occasionally had to
question the SRO regarding the status of the plant.

Rather,

the

record as a whole shows that the description for the behavioral
anchor for a score of 3 most closely fits
performance
In

Mr.

Philippon's

on competency C.4.c for scenario 2-2,

that regard,

the record as a whole demonstrates

events 8 and 9.
that Mr.

- 66
Philippon kept the operating crew adequately informed of the
procedural status and received acknowledgments from the

plant's

See Second Peterson Affidavit,

crew.

1940);

1932,

Accordingly,

at 2-3

(times 1920,

1, at 3

(times 1915,

1930,

1933).

id.

Exh.

Mr.

Philippon's grade on competency C.4.,

rating

should be changed to 3.

factor c,

any event,

In

2,

Exh.

it

should be noted that,

appeal board's conclusion in

contrary to the

competency C.4.c but in

accord

full

with the appeal board's determinations with respect to competency
C.7.b for these same events,

the record does not support a

determination that there was a lapse by Mr.

Philippon in

implementing the emergency operating procedures.
the record as a whole demonstrates

stated,
lapse in

implementing EOP 20.100.01 in

the procedure,
out in

2-2,

that there was no

as much as the steps of

including emergency depressurization,

a timely fashion.

examination,

Most simply

Mr.

Indeed,

were carried

pursuant to the design of the

Philippon met the expected response to scenario

events 8 and 9,

by initiating

the loss of off-site

power

procedure.
Additionally,

it

should be noted that Mr.

Peterson's

arguments before the Presiding Officer largely mirror his
Operator License Examination Report on competencies C.4.c and
C.7.b.

He argues that Mr.

Philippon lost control of the use of

one operator to restore emergency electrical

power by redirecting

-
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Philippon's actions in

him to the torus leak problem and that Mr.

reducing reactor vessel pressure were contrary to procedures.
Mr.

A reasonable

Peterson's arguments are unpersuasive.

construction of all
circumstances,

the record evidence shows that,

by the operating crew for scenario 2-2,
reasonable and prudent.
competency C.4.c is

events 8 and 9,

This conclusion with respect to

fully consistent with the appeal board's

With respect to competency C.7.b,

graded Mr.

were

competency C.7.b involving the same scenario and

determination in
events.

the

implementing procedures

Philippon's actions in

Mr.

in

Philippon's performance a 3,

the appeal board

thereby acknowledging

that his directives enabled safe integrated crew performance
answering the rating factor question whether Mr.
provided safe,
facilitated

in

Philippon

timely, well thought out directions that

crew performance.

Mr.

Peterson's position is

in

direct conflict with the appeal board's determination and cannot
be reconciled with it
the differences

in

by any reasonable explanation concerning

rating factors.

Moreover,

grading of competency C.7.b puts to rest
that Mr.

Mr.

the appeal board's
Peterson's claim

Philippon's actions were contrary to the emergency

operating procedures.
D.

Competency C.8.a

Finally, Mr.

Philippon challenges the Staff's

performance on competency C.8.,

rating factor a,

scoring of his
involving

-

simulator scenario 2-2,
cooling water (RBCCW)
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event 7

pump trip),

(reactor building component
and scenario 2-3,

(average power range monitor channel B failure).
these events,

the SRO is

emergency operating

and other relevant plant procedures.

to these events,

In each of

expected to take a number of actions

using abnormal operating procedures,
procedures,

event 3

the SRO is

In responding

expected to recognize the relevant

technical specifications and take the actions required by each.
See HFC #10,

at 15,

19.

As set forth in NUREG-1021,

the description of the rating

factors and the corresponding behavior anchor for competency
C.8.,

"COMPLY WITH AND USE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS,"

factor a,

and rating

asks:

DID THE APPLICANT:
(a) RECOGNIZE when conditions were covered by technical
specifications (TS)?
1
2
3
Recognize
Failed to
Minor
TS
correctly
errors and
limiting
recognize
misunderconditions
situations
standings
for
covered by
with
operation
TS and
respect to
and action
action
TS
statements
statements
applicawithout
tions
use of
references
HFR #59,

at 28.
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In

scenario 2-2,

event 7,

and scenario

event 7,

Expected response to scenario 2-2,
2-3, event 3.

1.

annunciators indicate that the "C"

pump for the reactor building component cooling water has tripped

is

The SRO

an overload condition on a RBCCW pump.

and that there is

expected to perform the actions under an abnormal operating

procedure leading to the restoration of the RBCCW system and then
"Emergency Equipment

determine the applicability of TS 3.7.1.2,
Cooling Water System,"

"Electrical Power Systems-DC Sources,"
#10, at 15.
monitor

In

(APRM)

scenario 2-3,
channel B fails

and TS 3.8.2.1,

action a.l,

(EECW)

event 3,

HFC

action b and note #.

the average power range

upscale causing annunciators

to

alarm and reactor protective system B indicates a half-scram.
Id.

For this event,

at 9.

the SRO should direct the RO to bypass
The SRO should then

the failed APRM and reset the half-scram.

evaluate the APRM channel failure for applicability of TS 3.3.1,
"Reactor Protection System Instrumentation,"
Rod Block Instrumentation,"
Instrumentation."
2.

and TS 3.3.7.5,

"Accident Monitoring

Id.

Conclusions of Mr.

Peterson on Competency C.8.a

In his Operator License Examination Report,
found that,

"Control

TS 3.3.6,

with respect to scenario 2-2,

Mr.

event 7,

Peterson

Mr.

Philippon

recognized the applicability of Emergency Equipment Cooling Water
System Technical Specification 3.7.1.2,

but that he failed to

recognize the applicability of TS 3.8.2.1,

which required the

-
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additional understanding that the situation caused a loss of ECCW
system cooling to the DC battery charger room.
With respect to event 3 of scenario 2-3,
Mr.

Mr.

Id.

at 15-16.

Peterson found that

Philippon failed to recognize the applicability of TS

3.3.7.5.

Because of his failure to recognize these technical

specifications,

Mr.

Peterson found Mr.

Philippon's performance on

competency C.8.a met the anchor description for a rating of 1.
Id.

at 3.8

3.

The Parties'

Positions

In challenging the score of 1 he received on rating factor
a,

of competency C.8.,

Mr.

Philippon essentially concedes that he

did not initially recognize the applicability of TS 3.8.2.1
stemming from a loss of flow to the DC battery charger room
coolers. He argues,

however,

technical specification may,

that required action b under the
according to note # of the

specification, be delayed up to 16 hours if
are taken under TS 3.7.1.2.

Therefore,

Mr.

the proper actions
Philippon argues that

he "had a total of 18 hours to recognize this Technical

8Mr.

Philippon did not pursue an informal appeal before the
NRC staff on the grading of his performance on competency C.8.a
In this
so there was no further staff review of this issue.
regulatory
no
are
there
that
noted
be
should
it
regard,
provisions requiring an operator license applicant to pursue an
informal staff appeal on any issues that an applicant
subsequently raises on an appeal pursuant to 10
Consequently, his failure to invoke the
CFR § 2.103(b)(2).
informal appeal process does not bar him from challenging this
ruling in this adjudication.
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Specification prior to any action being required" and "[h]ad the
scenario provided me enough time I would have had plenty of time
First Philippon

to recognize the applicability of TS 3.8.2.1."
Affidavit at 19.

Mr.

With respect to event 3 of scenario 2-3,

Philippon

asserts that because the two technical specifications he did
recognize,

TS 3.3.1 and TS 3.3.6,

are more limiting in all

situations in which they arise than TS 3.3.7.5,
initially recognize,

which he did not

"had the scenario allowed me enough time I

would have recognized the applicability of this Technical
Specification also."

Id.

at 20.

He argues,

therefore,

that both

instances are examples of minor errors warranting a grade of 2.
Id.
The Staff argues that while Mr.

Philippon correctly

identified the applicability of TS 3.7.1.2 in scenario 2-2,
7,

event

his failure to recognize the applicability of TS 3.8.2.1

reflects a failure to understand that the situation caused a loss
of EECW system cooling water flow to the DC battery charger room
coolers.

The Staff concedes that action under TS 3.8.2.1 may be

delayed up to 16 hours but asserts that a permissible delay in
action does not correspond to a permissible delay in

recognizing

and entering the technical specification limiting condition for
operation.

First Peterson Affidavit at 43-44.

respect to scenario 2-3,

event 3,

Further,

with

the Staff argues that although

-
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TS 3.3.1 may be more limiting than TS 3.3.7.5 as Mr.
asserts,

the SRO,

nevertheless,

Philippon

has the responsibility of
Id.

recognizing all applicable technical specifications.
Finally,

at 44.

in response to his plea about the need for more time,

the Staff states that Mr.

Philippon was given an amount of time

comparable to that given to other applicants to recognize plant
conditions and identify the applicable technical specifications.
Id.

at 43.
4.

Findings and Conclusions

Mr.

Philippon's claim that he had 16 hours to recognize the

applicability of TS 3.8.2.1 is
Staff is

correct that Mr.

simply incorrect.

Rather,

the

Philippon was responsible for noting

the entry into TS 3.8.2.1 when technical specification
applicability occurs.

At most,

therefore,

he had until the end

of his shift to alert the incoming shift to the possible need for
action.
as SRO,

Further, the Staff is

also correct that Mr.

Philippon,

had the responsibility for recognizing all applicable

technical specifications and he failed to recognize TS 3.3.7.5.
Although Mr.

Peterson indicated in his Operator License

Examination Report that this missed technical specification would
have resulted in minor consequences,
claim that his mistakes were minor,
consequences does not erase Mr.
TS 3.3.7.5.

Indeed,

contrary to Mr.

Philippon's

the severity of the

Philippon's failure to identify

as the Staff points out,

there is

no
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modifier in

the anchor description for the performance rating of

1 that covers only situations of major consequences.

Further,

failing to recognize the applicability of TS 3.8.2.1,

Mr.

in

Philippon failed to recognize the situation caused by a loss of
EECW system cooling water flow to the DC battery charger room
Accordingly,

coolers.

performance

grade of 1 for Mr.

the Staff's

appropriate and Mr.

and

fully justified

on competency C.8.a is

Philippon's

Philippon has failed to establish the

contrary.
CONCLUSION

III.

For the foregoing reasons and as set forth in
this decision,

on competency C.4.b is
Part II.D,

also sustained.

with respect to the Staff's

performance on competency C.8.c,
of demonstrating

that the Staff's

Mr.

of

Philippon's performance
as set forth in

Similarly,

sustained.

the Staff grading of Mr.

competency C.8.a is
Part II.B,

grading of Mr.

the Staff's

Part II.A.

Philippon's performance on
as set forth in

However,

grading of Mr.

Philippon's

Philippon has met his burden

scoring is

unjustified and

inappropriate and that his grade should be raised from 2 to 3.
Further,

as set forth in

Part II.C,

the Staff's

Philippon's performance on competency C.4.c is

scoring of Mr.
unjust3fied and

inappropriate and his grade should be raised from 2 to 3.
Therefore,

under the guidelines of NUREG-1021

passing grade,

Mr.

for achieving a

Philippon's grade for competencies C.8 and C.4
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are now greater than 1.8 and he has met that standard.
Accordingly,

Philippon's

authorized to grant Mr.

the Staff is

application for a senior reactor operator license.
Pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

§ 2.1251(a),

this initial

decision

shall constitute the final action of the Commission 30 days from
the date on which it

is

issued unless a party petitions for

Commission review in accordance with section 2.786 and 2.1253,
the Commission directs otherwise.
§§ 2.786 and 2.1253,

10 C.F.R.
this initial

Further,

in

accordance with

within 15 days after service of

decision any party may file a petition for review

with the Commission on the grounds specified in
2.786(b) (4).

or

section

The filing of a petition for review is mandatory in

order for a party to have exhausted its administrative remedies
before seeking judicial review.

Within 10 days after service of

a petition for review, any party to the proceeding may file an
answer supporting or opposing Commission review.

The petition

for review and any answers shall conform to the requirements of
section 2.786(b)(2)-(3).
It

is

so ORDERED.
By the Presiding Officer

T omas S. Moore
Administrative Judge
Rockville, Maryland
December 9, 1999
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